In [6] , Iemhoff introduced the notion of a focused axiom and a focused rule as the building blocks for a certain form of sequent calculus which she calls a focused proof system. She then showed how the existence of a terminating focused system implies the uniform interpolation property for the logic that the calculus captures. In this paper we first generalize her focused rules to semi-analytic rules, a dramatically powerful generalization, and then we will show how the semi-analytic calculi consisting of these rules together with our generalization of her focused axioms, lead to the feasible Craig interpolation property. Using this relationship, we first present a uniform method to prove interpolation for different logics from sub-structural logics FL e , FL ec , FL ew and IPC to their appropriate classical and modal extensions, including the intuitionistic and classical linear logics. Then we will use our theorem negatively, first to show that so many sub-structural logics including L n , G n , BL, R and RM e and almost all super-intutionistic logics (except at most seven of them) do not have a semi-analytic calculus. To investigate the case that the logic actually has the Craig interpolation property, we will first define a certain specific type of semi-analytic calculus which we call PPF systems and we will then present a sound and complete PPF calculus for classical logic. However, we will show that all such PPF calculi are exponentially slower than the classical Hilbert-style proof system (or * The authors are supported by the ERC Advanced Grant 339691 (FEALORA). 1 equivalently LK`Cut). We will then present a similar exponential lower bound for a certain form of complete PPF calculi, this time for any super-intuitionistic logic.
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Introduction
Proof systems are the main tool in any proof theoretic investigation, from Gentzen's consistency proof of arithmetic and Kreisel's proof mining program to the characterization of all the admissible rules of propositional intuitionistic logic. These applications are based on an extensive investigation of the behavior of a certain appropriate type of proof systems, tailored for a specific purpose including proving decidability, consistency searches or program extractions. However, we believe that while investigating specific proof systems is a very important task in proof theory, proof systems deserve their own general theory aimed to study the mathematical properties of them in a universal generic manner, exactly in the same way that universal algebra and model theory studies the generic properties of algebras and first order structures, respectively.
Let's imagine such a generic theory and let's follow the terminology of universal algebra to call this theory, the universal proof theory.
1 Whatever this theory turns out to be, its agenda definitely includes the following fundamental problems:
piq The existence problem to investigate the existence of some sort of interesting proof systems such as terminating ones, normalizable ones, etc.
piiq The equivalence problem to investigate the natural notions of equivalence of proof systems. This can be seen as an approach to address the so-called Hilbert's twenty fourth problem of studying the equivalence of different mathematical proofs, rigorously.
piiiq And finally, the characterization problem to investigate the possible characterizations of proof systems via a given equivalence relation.
In this paper we will address the first problem for sequent style proof systems for propositional and modal logics. We will study the calculi consisting of a certain form of rules called semi-analytic rules and a certain form of axioms called focused axioms that are significant generalizations of the focused axioms and focused rules introduced in [6] . Our approach is based on connecting the existence of this kind of proof systems to a strong version of Craig interpolation property called the feasible interpolation. In fact, we show that the existence of such a calculus implies the feasible interpolation and we will use this implication to develop a uniform method to prove Craig interpolation for so many logics from substructural logics FL e , FL ec , FL ew and IPC to their appropriate classical or modal extensions via the usual K, 4, D and S4 type of rules. These modal extensions expand the method also to cover the intutionistic and classical linear logics in which the exponentials play the role of the modality.
Despite its possible widespread use, it is fair to say that developing a uniform method to prove Craig interpolation may seem less useful that what it appears to be. The reason is the common wisdom that the Craig interpolation property is a rare property for a logic to have. To justify this feeling, note that in the sub-structural setting, we know that there are a lot of relevant and semilinear logics ( [9] , [7] ) that lack this property and in the super-intutionistic case, there is a well-known result by Maksimova [8] stating that among super-intuitionistic logics, there are only seven specific logics that have Craig interpolation.
Using this insight, we will turn the relation between interpolation and the existence of proof systems to its negative side to propose the main contribution of this paper. We will prove that logics without Craig interpolation property do not have a calculus consisting only of semi-analytic rules and focused axioms. Together with the generality of these rules and axioms, the result excludes almost all logics to have a reasonable interesting proof system. To name a few concrete applications, we will then apply our result to some specific logics of the previous paragraph including L n , G n , BL, R and RM e in the substructural case and all super-intuitionistic logics except IPC, LC, KC, Bd 2 , Sm, GSc and CPC in the super-intuitionistic case. Now the natural question to ask is about the case in which the logic actually does have the Craig interpolation property. Since the mentioned relationship is one way, it seems that there is no way to investigate the existence of that sort of calculus for these logics. For this case, we move from the existence of the calculus to its effectiveness. More precisely, we will show that for the classical logic, the existence of a PPF calculus, a calculus consisting only of the PPF rules (a limited version of semi-analytic rules) and focused axioms, leads to a certain sort of monotone feasible interpolation. Then using a lower bound in monotone circuit complexity, we will show that for any sound and complete PPF calculus for the classical logic, there are some CPC-valid sequents with short tree-like Hilbert-style proofs (or equivalently LK`Cut-proofs) whose proofs in any PPF calculus are exponentially long. Therefore, the result shows that first, the PPF calculi are either incomplete or feasibly incomplete for CPC and second, any PPF calculus for CPC is exponentially slower than the Hilbert-style proof system (or equivalently LK`Cut). It is possible to lower down the base theory even to have some IPC-provable sequents, but the cost is weakening the focused axioms to have a more constructively acceptable form. We will see the details later.
Preliminaries
In this section we will cover some of the preliminaries needed for the following sections. The definitions are similar to the same concepts in [6] and [7] , but they have been changed whenever it is needed.
First, note that all of the finite objects that we will use here can be represented by a fixed reasonable binary string code. Therefore, by the length of any object O including formulas, proofs, etc. we mean the length of this string code and we will denote it by |O|. Definition 2.1. Let L and L 1 be two languages. By a translation t : L Ñ L 1 , we mean an assignment which assigns a formula φ C ppq P L 1 to any logical connective Cppq P L such that any p i has at most one occurrence in φ C ppq. It is possible to extend a translation from the basic connectives of the language to all of its formulas in an obvious compositional way. We will denote the translation of a formula φ by φ t and the translation of a multiset Γ, by Γ t " tφ t |φ P Γu.
Note that for any translation t we have |ψ t | ď Op1q|ψ| which shows that all translations are polynomially bounded.
In this paper, we will work with a fixed but arbitrary language L that is augmented by a translation t : t^, _, Ñ,˚, 0, 1u Y L Ñ L that fixes all logical connectives in L. For this reason and w.l.o.g, we will assume that the language already includes the connectives t^, _, Ñ,˚, 0, 1u. In addition, whenever we investigate the multi-conclusion systems we always assume that the translation expands to include`. Example 2.2. The usual language of classical propositional logic is a valid language in our setting. In this case, there is a canonical translation that sends fusion, addition, 1 and 0 to conjunction, disjunction, J and K, respectively. In this paper, whenever we pick this language, we assume that we are working with this canonical translation.
Sequents
By a sequent, we mean an expression of the form Γ ñ ∆, where Γ and ∆ are multisets of formulas in the language, and it is interpreted as˚Γ Ñ Ř ∆. By a single-conclusion sequent Γ ñ ∆ we mean a sequent that |∆| ď 1, and we call it multi-conclusion otherwise. We denote multisets by capital Greek letters such as Σ, Γ, Π, ∆ and Λ. However, sometimes we use the bar notation for multisets to make everything simpler. For instance, byφ, we mean a multiset consisting of formulas φ i .
Meta-language is the language with which we define the sequent calculi. It extends our given language with the formula symbols (variables) such as φ and ψ. A meta-formula is defined as the following: Atomic formulas and formula symbols are meta-formulas and ifφ is a set of meta-formulas, then Cpφq is also a meta-formula, where C P L is a logical connective of the language. Moreover, we have infinitely many variables for meta-multisets and we use capital Greek letters again for them, whenever it is clear from the context whether it is a multiset or a meta-multiset variable. A meta-multiset is a multiset of meta-formulas and meta-multiset variables. By a meta-sequent we mean a sequent where the antecedent and the succedent are both metamultisets. We use meta-multiset variable and context, interchangeably.
For a meta-formula φ, by V pφq we mean the meta-formula variables and atomic constants in φ. A meta-formula φ is called p-free, for an atomic formula or meta-formula variable p, when p R V pφq.
Let us recall some of the notions related to sequent calculi and some of the important systems that we will use throughout the paper.
For a sequent S " pΓ ñ ∆q, by S a we mean the antecedent of the sequent, which is Γ, and by S s we mean the succedent of the sequent, which is ∆. And, the multiplication of two sequents S and T is defined
By a rule we mean an expression of the form
where S i 's are meta-sequents. By an instance of a rule, we mean substituting multisets of formulas for its contexts and substituting formulas for its meta-formula variables. A rule is backward applicable to a sequent S, when the conclusion of the rule is S.
By a sequent calculus G, we mean a set of rules. A sequent S is derivable in G, denoted by G $ S, if there exists a tree with sequents as labels of the nodes such that the label of the root is S and in each node the set of the labels of the children of the node together with the label of the node itself, constitute an instance of a rule in the system. This tree is called the proof of S in G which is sometimes called a tree-like proof to emphasize its tree-like form.
Now consider the following set of rules:
Identity:
Context-free Axioms:
Rules for 0 and 1:
The system consisting of the single-conclusion version of all of these rules is FL e´. If we also add the single-conclusion version of the following axioms, we will have the system FL e .
Contextual Axioms:
In the multi-conclusion case define CFL e´a nd CFL e with the same rules as FL e´a nd FL e , this time in their full multi-conclusion version and addt o the language and the following rules to the systems:
Rules for`:
The system MALL is defined as CFL e minus the implication rules. Moreover if we consider the following rules:
we can define ILL as FL e plus the single-conclusion version of the above rules and CLL as CFL e plus the above rules, themselves. Note that in both cases the : rule is single-conclusion.
Moreover, we have the following additional rules that we will use later:
Weakening rules:
Note that in the single-conclusion cases, in the rule pRwq, ∆ is empty.
Contraction rules:
The rule pRcq is only allowed in multi-conclusion systems.
If we consider the logic FL e and add the weakening rules (contraction rules), the resulted system is called FL ew (FL ec ). The same also goes for CFL ew and CFL ec .
We also have the following rule:
Context-sharing left implication:
Finally, note that Γ and ∆ are multisets everywhere, therefore the exchange rule is built in and hence admissible in our system. Moreover, note that the calculi defined in this section are written in the given language which can be any extension of the language of the system itself. For instance, FL e is the calculus with the mentioned rules on our fixed language that can have more connectives than t^, _,˚, Ñ, J, K, 1, 0u.
It is called an axiomatic extension, if the provable sequents in G are considered as axioms of H, to which H adds some rules.
Definition 2.5. Let G be a sequent calculus and L be a logic with the same language as G's. We say G is a sequent calculus for the logic L when:
Note that if the calculus is single-conclusion, by Ř ∆, we mean ∆ if ∆ is a singleton, and 0 if ∆ is empty. Therefore, in this case we do not need theò perator.
Theorem 2.6. Let L be a logic and G a single-conclusion (multi-conclusion) sequent calculus for L. If L extends FL e (CFL e ), then cut is admissible in G.
Since L extends FL e (CFL e ) and in this theory the formula
implies the formula
Logics
In this section we will recall the Craig interpolation property and also some useful substructural logics that we will need in the rest of the paper.
Definition 2.7. We say a logic L has Craig interpolation property if for any formulas φ and
To recall some of the well known substructural logics and following [7] , we have to introduce the semantical framework, first.
By a pointed commutative residuated lattice we mean an algebraic structure A " xA,^, _,˚, Ñ, 0, 1y with binary operations^, _,˚, Ñ, and constants 0, 1 such that xA,^, _y is a lattice with order ď, xA,˚, 1y is a commutative monoid, and x˚y ď z if and only if x ď y Ñ z for all x, y, z P A.
For a single pointed commutative residuated lattice A and a class of pointed commutative residuated lattices K, denote VpAq and VpKq as the varieties generated by A and K, respectively.
In the following we will borrow the definition of some logics and also two tables directly from [7] . Table p1q gives a list of some important equational conditions for pointed commutative residuated lattices. And table p2q defines some of the logics that we are interested in. Since, in all the cases, both of the axioms pprlq and pdisq are present, we just mention the other axioms in the table.
For n ą 1 define 
non-contradiction x^ x ď 0 and the pointed commutative residuated lattices (again for n ą 1)
where x˚ L y " maxp0, x`y´1q, x Ñ L y " minp1, 1´x`yq, and x Ñ G y is y if x ą y, otherwise 1. Then, for n ą 1, L n and G n are the logics with equivalent algebraic semantics VpL n q and VpG n q, respectively.
Define P " xr0, 1s, min, max,˚P , Ñ P , 1, 0y
CHL " xp0, 1s, min, max,˚P , Ñ P , 1, 1y where˚P is the ordinary multiplication and x Ñ P y " y{x if x ą y, otherwise it is equal to 1. Define P and CHL as the logics of VpPq and VpCHLq, respectively.
R is the logic of a variety consisting of all distributive pointed commutative residuated lattices with the condition that x˚x ď x for all x. Now consider the following binary functions on the set of integers Z, where^and _ are min and max, respectively, and |x| is the absolute value 
And finally define the following algebras:
S 2m " xt´m,´m`1,¨¨¨,´1, 1,¨¨¨, m´1, mu,^, _,˚, Ñ, 1,´1y pm ě 1q S 2m`1 " xt´m,´m`1,¨¨¨,´1, 0, 1,¨¨¨, m´1, mu,^, _,˚, Ñ, 0, 0y pm ě 0q
and define RM e n as the logic of VpS n q.
Semi-analytic Rules
In this section we will introduce a class of rules which we will investigate in the rest of this paper. First let us begin with the single-conclusion case in which all sequents have at most one succedent. 
where Π j , Γ i and ∆ i 's are meta-multiset variables and
and it is called a right semi-analytic rule if it is of the form
where Γ i 's are meta-multiset variables and
Moreover, a rule is called a context-sharing semi-analytic rule if it is of the form
where Γ i and ∆ i 's are meta-multiset variables and
We will call the conditions for the variables in all the semi-analytic rules, the occurrence preserving conditions. Note that in the left rule, for each i we have |∆ i | ď 1, and since the size of the succedent of the conclusion of the rule must be at most 1, it means that at most one of ∆ i 's can be non-empty.
For the multi-conclusion case, we define a rule to be left multi-conclusion semi-analytic if it is of the form
with the same occurrence preserving condition as above and the same condition that all Γ i 's and ∆ i 's are meta-multiset variables. A rule is defined to be a right multi-conclusion semi-analytic rule if it is of the form
again with the similar occurrence preserving condition and the same condition that all Γ i 's and ∆ i 's are meta-multiset variables. Whenever it is clear from the context, we will omit the phrase "multi-conclusion".
A rule is called modal semi-analytic if it has one of the following forms:
with the conditions that first, Γ is a meta-multiset variable, secondly whenever the rule pDq is present, the rule pKq must be present, and thirdly, whenever the rule pRS4q is present in a system, the following rule, pLS4q, must be present, as well:
where Γ and ∆ are both meta-multiset variables. In the case of the modal rules, we use the convention that lH " H.
Moreover, consider the following modal rules that we do not consider as semi-analytic but we will address in our investigations. Like the previous case, we assume that whenever the rule p4Dq is present in a system the modal rule p4q must be present, as well:
where Γ is a meta-multiset variable. By the notation xx¨y r y i we mean first considering the sequents ranging over r and then ranging over i. For instance, xxΓ i ,φ ir ñψ ir y r y i is short for the following set of sequents where 1 ď r ď m i and 1 ď i ď n:
. . .
xxΓ i ,φ ir ñ ∆ i y r y i and xxΠ j ,ψ js ñθ js y s y j are defined similarly.
Both in the single-conclusion and multi-conclusion case, a rule is called semi-analytic, if it is either a left semi-analytic rule, a right semi-analytic rule or it is of the form of a semi-analytic modal rule. In all the semi-analytic rules, the meta-variables and atomic constants occurring in the meta-formulas of the premises of the rule, should also occur in the meta-formulas in the consequence. Because of this condition, we call these rules semi-analytic. This occurrence preserving condition is a weaker version of the analycity property in the analytic rules, which demands the formulas in the premises to be sub-formulas of the formulas in the consequence. 
and a generic example of a context-sharing left semi-analytic rule is:
Moreover, for a generic example of a right semi-analytic rule we can have
Here are some remarks. First note that in any left semi-analytic rule there are two types of premises; the type whose right hand-side includes meta-multi variables and the type whose right hand-side includes meta-formulas. This is a crucial point to consider. Any left semi-analytic rule allows any kind of combination of sharing/combining contexts in any type. However, between two types, we can only combine the contexts. The case in which we can share the contexts of the two types is called context-sharing semi-analytic rule. This should explain why our second example is called context-sharing left semi-analytic while the first is not. The reason is the fact that the two types share the same context in the second rule while in the first one this situation happens in just one type. The second point is the presence of contexts. This is very crucial for almost all the arguments in this paper, that any sequent present in a semi-analytic rule should have meta-multiset variables as left contexts and in the case of left rules, at least one meta-multiset variable for the right hand-side must be present.
Example 3.3. Now for more concrete examples, note that all the usual conjunction, disjunction and implication rules for IPC are semi-analytic. The same also goes for all the rules in sub-structural logic FL e , the weakening and the contraction rules and some of the well known restricted versions of them including the following rules for exponentials in linear logic:
For a context-sharing semi-analytic rule, consider the following rule in the Dyckhoff calculus for IPC (see [3] ):
For a concrete non-example consider the cut rule; it is not semi-analytic because it does not preserve the variable occurrence condition. Moreover, the following rule in the calculus of KC:
in which ∆ should consist of negation formulas is not a multi-conclusion semi-analytic rule, simply because the context is not free for all possible substitutions. The rule of thumb is that any rule in which we have side conditions on the contexts is not semi-analytic. where in 2-5, the variables in any pair of elements inᾱ,β,φ are equal and Γ and ∆ are meta-multiset variables. A sequent is called context-free focused axiom if it has the form p1q, p2q or p3q.
Example 3.6. It is easy to see that the axioms given in the preliminaries are examples of focused axioms. Here are some more examples:
where the first four are context-free while the last two are contextual.
Interpolation
In this section we will investigate the relationship between the semi-analytic rules and the Craig interpolation property. Apart from its clear use in proving interpolation for different logics, it has a very interesting application to show that some of the natural sub-structural and super-intuitionistic logics can not have a calculus consisting only of semi-analytic rules and the focused axioms.
First, let us define the interpolation property for a sequent calculus.
Definition 4.1. (Maehara) Let G and H be sequent calculi. G has Hinterpolation if for any sequent S " pΣ, Λ ñ ∆q if S is provable in G by a tree-like proof π, then there exists a formula C such that pΣ ñ Cq and pΛ, C ñ ∆q are provable in H and V pCq Ď V pΣq X V pΛ Y ∆q, where V pAq is the set of the atoms of A. We say G has H-feasible interpolation if we also have the bound |C| ď |π|
Op1q . Moreover, we say G has strong H-interpolation if for any sequent S " pΣ, Λ ñ Θ, ∆q if S is provable in G by a tree-like proof π, then there exists a formula C such that pΣ ñ C, Θq and pΛ, C ñ ∆q are provable in H and V pCq Ď V pΣ Y Θq X V pΛ Y ∆q. We say G has strong H-feasible interpolation if we also have the bound |C| ď |π|
Op1q .
The following theorem shows that the interpolation property of a sequent calculus leads to the Craig interpolation of its logic.
Since G has the interpolation property, there exists θ such that G $ φ ñ θ, G $ θ ñ ψ and V pθq Ď V pφq X V pψq. Again from the completeness of G, L $ φ Ñ θ and L $ θ Ñ ψ which completes the proof.
The following theorem ensures that any set of focused axioms of a sequent calculus H, has H-interpolation property. It can also serve as an example to show how this notion of relative interpolation works. Theorem 4.3. Let G and H be two sequent calculi such that every provable sequent in G is also provable in H, and let G consist of focused (context-free focused) axioms. Then: piq If both G and H are single-conclusion and H extends FL e (FL e´) , G has H-feasible interpolation.
piiq If both of G and H are multi-conclusion and H extends CFL e (CFL e´) , G has strong H-feasible interpolation.
Proof. To prove piq, note that a sequent S is provable in G if it is one of the focused axioms. We will check each case separately:
p1q In this case the sequent S is of the form pφ ñ φq. For any partition Σ and Λ that we have pΣ, Λ ñ φq in G, we have to find a formula C such that pΣ ñ Cq and pΛ, C ñ φq are provable in H. There are two cases to consider. First, if Σ " tφu and Λ " H. For this case define C to be φ. Obviously both conditions hold since we have pφ ñ φq as an axiom. Second, if Σ " H and Λ " tφu define C as 1. We must have pñ 1q and p1, φ ñ φq in H. The first one is an axiom of G and hence provable in H, and the second is the consequence of an instance of the rule pL1q and the fact that pφ ñ φq is provable in H.
p2q For the case pñᾱq, consider C to be 1. Then since both Σ and Λ are empty sequents, we must have pñ 1q and p1 ñᾱq in H. The first one is an axiom of G and hence provable in H, and the second is the consequence of an instance of the rule pL1q and the fact that pñᾱq is provable in H.
p3q For the axiom pβ ñq, there are three cases to consider:
piq Ifβ Ď Λ. Then define C " 1. It is clear that Σ " H and hence Σ ñ 1. Moreover, since we have Λ "β, by the axiom and the rule pL1q we will have Λ, 1 ñ.
piiq Ifβ Ď Σ, define C " 0. The reasoning is dual of the argument in piq.
piiiq If non of the above happens, there are at least one element in β X Σ andβ X Λ. Define C "˚Σ. Then Σ ñ C by pR˚q and Λ, C ñ holds by the axiom itself and pL˚q. For the variables, note that if p P V pCq, then p is clearly occurring in Σ. Moreover, we know that p is in one of the members inβ. Since there is at least one ofβ's in Λ and each pair of the elements ofβ have the same variables, p P V pΛq which completes the proof.
p4q If S is of the form Γ,φ ñ ∆, there are three cases to consider:
piq Ifφ Ď Λ. Then define C " J. It is clear that Σ ñ J. Moreover, if we substitute tJu Y Λ´φ for the left context in the original axiom, we have J, Λ ñ ∆.
piiq Ifφ Ď Σ, define C " K. The reasoning is similar to piq.
piiiq If non of the above happens, there are at least one element in φ X Σ andφ X Λ. Define C "˚pΣ Xφq˚J n where n is the cardinal of Σ´Σ Xφ. First we have Σ ñ C, simply because for any φ i P Σ Xφ, φ i ñ φ i and for any ψ P Σ´Σ Xφ we have ψ ñ J, and at the end we use the rule pR˚q. Secondly, Λ, C ñ ∆. The reason is that the part ofφ which is occurred in Σ (and now in C) together with the part ofφ in Λ completesφ. Therefore, the left hand-side of Λ, C ñ ∆ containsφ and hence, the sequent is an instance of the axiom and it is valid. Finally, for the variables, note that if p P V pCq then p is clearly occurring in Σ. Moreover, p is in one of the members inφ. Since there is at least one ofφ's in Λ and each pair of the elements ofφ have the same variables, p P V pΛq which completes the proof.
p5q If S is of the form pΓ ñφ, ∆q define C " J. Note that Σ ñ J is valid on the one hand and C, Λ ñφ, ∆ on the other. The latter is an instance of the axiom itself and hence valid.
It is easy to check that in each case the length of C is bounded by the length of the sequent itself. For instance in case p4qpiiiq, the length of˚pΣ Xφq˚J n is bounded by the length of Σ which is bounded by the length of pΓ,φq in the sequent Γ,φ ñ ∆. Hence C is polynomially bounded. Proving piiq is similar.
Now we are ready to prove that semi-analytic rules respect the interpolation property. More precisely: Theorem 4.4. Let G and H be two sequent calculi such that H extends FL e .
piq Suppose H is an axiomatic extension of G with semi-analytic rules, and in the case that we add also the modal rule 4 or 4D in H, the left weakening rule for boxed formulas is admissible in H. Then if G has H-interpolation (H-feasible interpolation), so does H.
piiq Suppose H is an axiomatic extension of G with semi-analytic rules and context-sharing semi-analytic rules and moreover, the rules left weakening and right weakening and left context-sharing implication are admis-
Proof. First we prove the interpolation property and then we will investigate the feasibility case. The proof uses induction on the H-length of π (note that by the H-length we mean counting just the new rules that H adds to the provable sequents in G that H considers as axioms). For the zero H-length, the proof is in G and the existence of the interpolation is proved by the assumption. For the rest, we will consider the last rule used in the proof and there are several cases to investigate.
First we will prove piq.
Consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is a left semianalytic rule and the main formula, φ, is in Λ in the Definition 4.1 (or informally, φ appears in the same sequent as ∆ appears). Hence, the sequent S is of the form pΓ 1 , Γ 2 , Π 1 , Π 2 , φ ñ ∆q and we have to find a formula C that satisfies pΓ 1 , Π 1 ñ Cq and pΓ 2 , Π 2 , φ, C ñ ∆q, where Σ " tΓ 1 , Π 1 u and Λ " tΓ 2 , Π 2 , φu. Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
Using the induction hypothesis for the premises we have
Using the rules pR^q and pL^q we have
For the left sequents, using the rule pR˚q we have
And if we substitute the left sequents in the original rule and using the rule pL˚q, we conclude
To check V pCq Ď V pΣq X V pΛ Y ∆q, note that an atom is in C if and only if it is in one of C js or D ir . If it is in C js , by induction hypothesis, it is either in Π 1 j (which means it is in Σ), or it is in tΠ 2 j ,ψ js ,θ js u. If it is in Π 2 j , then it is in Λ and if it is in eitherψ js orθ js , since the rule is occurence preserving, it also appears in φ which means it appears in Λ. If the atom is in D ir , we reason in the similar way, and it either appears in Γ Consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is a left semianalytic rule and the main formula, φ, is this time in Σ in the Definition 4.1. Hence, the sequent S is again of the form pΓ 1 , Γ 2 , Π 1 , Π 2 , φ ñ ∆q and we have to find a formula C that satisfies pΓ 1 , Π 1 , φ ñ Cq and pΓ 2 , Π 2 , C ñ ∆q, where Σ " tΓ 1 , Π 1 , φu and Λ " tΓ 2 , Π 2 u. W.l.o.g. suppose that for i ‰ 1 we have ∆ i " H and ∆ 1 " ∆. Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
Using the induction hypothesis for the premises we have (for i ‰ 1)
Using the rules pL^q, pR^q, pR_q and pL_q, we have (for i ‰ 1)
If we substitute the left sequents in the original rule, we get (for i ‰ 1)
First, using the rule pL˚q and then pR Ñq we get
On the other hand, using the rules pR˚q and pL Ñq for the right sequents we have
to finish the proof of this case.
To check V pCq Ď V pΣq X V pΛ Y ∆q, note that an atom is in C if and only if it is either in one of C js or D ir for pi ‰ 1q or in D 1r . By induction hypothesis if it is in C js , it is both in tΠ , ∆u. One can easily check that therefore, the atom will be both in Σ " tΓ 1 , Π 1 , φu and in Λ Y ∆ " tΓ 2 , Π 2 , ∆u. Note that in the reasoning we will need the occurrence preserving property, as well.
Consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is a right semianalytic rule. Hence, the sequent S is of the form pΓ 1 , Γ 2 ñ φq and we have to find a formula C that satisfies pΓ 2 ñ Cq and pΓ 1 , C ñ φq, where Σ " Γ 2 , Λ " Γ 1 and ∆ " φ . Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
Using the induction hypothesis we get
Using the rules pL^q and pR^q we have
Substituting the left sequent in the original rule and then using the rule pL˚q, we conclude
On the other hand, using the rule pR˚q for the sequents Γ To check V pCq Ď V pΣq X V pΛ Y ∆q, note that an atom is in C if and only if it is either in one of C ir . Then by induction hypothesis it is both in tΓ And finally, consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is a modal rule. We will investigate K and D together first, and second 4 and 4D together, and at last, we will investigate the rule RS4.
Consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is either K or D. Then, the sequent S is of the form lΓ 1 , lΓ 2 ñ l∆, where |∆| ď 1 and we have to find a formula C that satisfies lΓ 1 ñ C and C, lΓ 2 ñ l∆. Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
Using the induction hypothesis there exists D such that
Then, using the rule K for both of them (or if ∆ " H, use the rule D for pΓ 2 , D ñq), we get
Let lD be the formula C and we are done. And since V pDq Ď V pΓ 1 q X V pΓ 2 Y ∆q we have V pCq Ď V plΓ 1 q X V plΓ 2 Y l∆q, because the set of atoms of lΠ for a multiset Π is the same as atoms in Π. Now, consider the case that the last rule used in the proof is 4. Then, the sequent S is of the form lΓ 1 , lΓ 2 ñ lφ, and we have to find a formula C that satisfies lΓ 1 ñ C and C, lΓ 2 ñ lφ. Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
If we use the rule 4 on the left sequent and using the left weakening rule on the right sequent (adding lD to the left hand side of the sequent) and then using the rule 4, we get
If we take C " lD, then the claim follows. Checking the atoms is similar as before. For the proof of the case 4D is identical to the proof of the rule 4, if we ignore φ and lφ everywhere.
If the last rule used in the proof is the rule RS4, then the sequent S is of the form lΓ 1 , lΓ 2 ñ lφ, and we have to find a formula C that satisfies lΓ 1 ñ C and C, lΓ 2 ñ lφ. Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
On the left sequent, use the rule RS4. On the right sequent, use the rule LS4 (since the rule LS4 is present in the system, whenever we have RS4) and then use the rule RS4. We get
It is easy to see that C " lD works in this case.
Now, we will prove part piiq. We have discussed the cases of left and right semi-analytic and modal rules in the previous part. It only remains to investigate the case of context-sharing semi-analytic rules.
Consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is a contextsharing semi-analytic rule and the main formula, φ, is in Λ in the Definition 4.1 (or informally, φ appears in the same sequent as ∆ appears). Hence, the sequent S is of the form pΓ 1 , Γ 2 , φ ñ ∆q and we have to find a formula C that satisfies pΓ 1 ñ Cq and pΓ 2 , φ, C ñ ∆q, where Σ " tΓ 1 u and Λ " tΓ 2 , φu. Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
We want to the make the contexts of the above sequents in the right the same, so that we can use them in the original rule. Therefore, using the rule pL^q we have
Now, we can substitute them in the original rule and conclude
And using the rule pL˚q we get
On the other hand, considering the sequents pΓ To check V pCq Ď V pΣq X V pΛ Y ∆q, note that an atom is in C if and only if it is either in one of C is or D ir . By induction hypothesis, if it is in C is , then it is both in Γ Consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is a contextsharing semi-analytic rule and the main formula, φ, is this time in Σ in the Definition 4.1. Hence, the sequent S is of the form pΓ 1 , Γ 2 , φ ñ ∆q and we have to find a formula C that satisfies pΓ 1 , φ ñ Cq and pΓ 2 , C ñ ∆q, where Σ " tΓ 1 , φu and Λ " tΓ 2 u. W.l.o.g. suppose that for i ‰ 1 we have ∆ i " H and ∆ 1 " ∆. Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
Now, we want to make the contexts of the sequents in the left the same, so that we can use them in the original rule. For pi ‰ 1q use the rule pL^q to make the context tΓ 
On the other hand, using the rule pR^q for every pi ‰ 1q we have Γ using the rule pR˚q we get
We have Γ ∆. Now, we can use the rule left sharing implication to get
We can see that pi
serves as C and we are done.
To check V pCq Ď V pΣq X V pΛ Y ∆q, note that an atom is in C if and only if it is either in one of C is or D ir . By induction hypothesis, if it is in C is , then it is both in tΓ It is easy to check that in both cases of piq and piiq, if G has H-feasible interpolation, then so does H. By the assumption, we know that there exists a number m (which only depends on the proof system G) such that |C| ď |π| m . Now for the proofs in H we will claim that our previously constructed interpolant C has the property |C| ď |π| M where M " maxtm, 2u and we will prove it by induction on the H-length of π.
If the H-length of the proof is 0, then there is no new rule of H in the proof π, and since G has H-feasible interpolation, by Definition |C| ď |π| m and hence |C| ď |π| M . For the rest, note that in each of the above cases, the number of the formulas which appear in C (we have shown them by C js and D ir ) is equal to the number of premises of the last rule used in the proof. The rest of the symbols appeared in C are connectives, and the number of them is less than or equal to N R , where N R is the number of the premises of the rule R, which is the last rule used in the proof. Since the sequent S is the conclusion of a rule in H, the H-lengths of the proofs of its premises are less than the H-length of π and we can use the induction hypothesis for them. Then |C| ď Σ j,s |C js |`Σ i,r |D ir |`N R . By induction hypothesis we have |C js | ď |π js | M and |C ir | ď |π ir | M , where π js (or π ir ) is the proof of the sequent whose interpolant is C js (or C ir ). But since the proof is tree-like, we have Σ j,s |π j,s |`Σ i,r |π i,r |`1 ď |π|. It is easy to see that
M ď |π| M , and the claim follows. The last inequality uses the fact M ě 2 and
The latter is an easy consequence of the fact that the number of π j,s and π i,r in total is N R .
In the following we will generalize the Theorem 4.4 to the multi-conclusion case.
Theorem 4.5. Let G and H be two multi-conclusion sequent calculi such that H extends CFL e . Suppose H is an axiomatic extension of G with multiconclusion semi-analytic rules and if we also add the modal rule 4 or 4D in H, then the left weakening rule for boxed formulas is admissible in H. Then if G has strong H-interpolation (strong H-feasible interpolation), so does H.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4 and again it uses induction on the H-length of π. For the zero H-length, the proof is in G and the existence of the interpolation is proved by the assumption. For the rest, we will consider the last rule used in the proof and there are several cases to investigate. Throughout the proof we use the convention A " A 1 ,¨¨¨, A k for different sequents A and different numbers k, for simplicity.
Consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is a left multiconclusion semi-analytic rule and the main formula, φ, is in Λ in the Definition 4.1. Hence, the sequent S is of the form pΓ 1 , Γ 2 , φ ñ ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 q and we have to find a formula C that satisfies pΓ 1 ñ C, ∆ 1 q and pΓ 2 , φ, C ñ ∆ 2 q. Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
Using the induction hypothesis for the premises we have for every i and r
Using the rule pR^q and pL^q we have for every i
Using the rule pR˚q for the left sequents we get
and, if we substitute the right sequents in the original rule, and then using the rule pL˚q, we get
Hence, we take C asi Ź r C ir and we are done.
To check V pCq Ď V pΓ 1 Y∆ 1 qXV ptΓ 2 YtφuuY∆ 2 q, note that an atom is in C if and only if it is in one of C ir 's. Then, by induction hypothesis, it is in pΓ
It can be easily seen that the claim holds; the only thing to remember is that if the atom is in either φ ir or inψ ir , since the rule is occurrence preserving, it also appears in φ.
Consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is a left multiconclusion semi-analytic rule and the main formula, φ, is in Σ in the Definition 4.1. Hence, the sequent S is again of the form pΓ 1 , Γ 2 , φ ñ ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 q and we have to find a formula C that satisfies pΓ 1 , φ ñ C, ∆ 1 q and pΓ 2 , C ñ ∆ 2 q. Therefore, we must have had the following instance of the rule
Using the rules pR_q and pL_q, we have for every i
If we substitute the left sequents in the original rule, we get
and, using the rule pR`q we get
On the other hand, using the rule pL`q for the right sequents we have
It is enough to take C as
C ir to finish the proof of this case.
To check V pCq Ď V ptΓ 1 YtφuuY∆ 1 qXV pΓ 2 Y∆ 2 q, note that an atom is in C if and only if it is in one of C ir 's. Then, by induction hypothesis, it is in tΓ
Consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is a modal multiconclusion one. The case where it is the rule D or 4D is similar to the proof of the same cases in the Theorem 4.4. Let the last rule used in the proof be the rule K. Then, S is of the form lΓ 1 , lΓ 2 ñ lφ. Therefore, there can be two cases based on the partition of the right side of the sequent. In the first one, we have to show that there exists C such that lΓ 1 ñ C and lΓ 2 , C ñ lφ hold. In the second one, we have to show that there exists C such that lΓ 1 ñ C, lφ and lΓ 2 , C ñ hold. Since the proof of the first case is similar to the proof in Theorem 4.4, we will investigate the second case. Hence, we must have had the following instance of the rule
Using the induction hypothesis for the premise, there exists D such that we have
Using the rule pL Ñq together with the axiom pñ 0q on the one hand and on the other, using the rule pR0q and pR Ñq we have
And we can derive
which means we have to take C " l D. The atom check is easy.
Now, consider the case where the last rule used in the proof is the rule 4. Then S is of the form lΓ 1 , lΓ 2 ñ lφ and there are the exact two cases as above, in the case of the rule K, and again since the second case is new (the proof of the other one is similar to the proof in Theorem 4.4), we will investigate that one. Hence, we have to show that there exists C such that lΓ 1 ñ C, lφ and lΓ 2 , C ñ hold. Therefore we must have had the following instance of the rule
Use the left weakening rule for the left sequent (to add l D to the left side of the sequent) and then apply the rule 4 to get
If we take C " l D, we are done. And it is easy to check the condition for atoms. In the case of the rule pRS4q, we have exactly the same cases as in the rule K:
Only the second case is new (the proof for the first one is the same as the proof of the same case in theorem 4.4). The proof of the second case is the same as the case for the rule K in the above, and C " l D works here, as well.
The cases where the last rule in the proof is a right multi-conclusion semianalytic one is similar and we do not investigate them here. The proof for the feasibility part is easy and similar to the proof in the Theorem 4.4.
Therefore combining the Theorems 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 we will have: Theorem 4.6. piq For any FL e -extension (FL e´-extension) single-conclusion H consisting of semi-analytic rules and focused axioms (context-free focused axioms), H has H-feasible interpolation.
piiq For any IPC-extension single-conclusion H consisting of semi-analytic rules, context-sharing semi-analytic rules and focused axioms, H has H-feasible interpolation.
piiiq For any CFL e -extension (CFL e´-extension) multi-conclusion H consisting of semi-analytic rules and focused axioms (context-free focused axioms), H has H-feasible interpolation.
Combining with Theorem 4.2, we have:
and L has a single-conclusion sequent calculus consisting of semi-analytic rules and focused axioms (context-free focused axioms), then L has Craig interpolation.
piiq If IPC Ď L and L has a single-conclusion sequent calculus consisting of semi-analytic rules, context-sharing semi-analytic rules and focused axioms, then L has Craig interpolation.
piiiq If CFL e Ď L, (CFL e´Ď L) and L has a multi-conclusion sequent calculus consisting of semi-analytic rules and focused axioms (contextfree focused axioms), then L has Craig interpolation.
The following are the application of the main corollary of this section i.e., Corollary 4.7. To begin, let us consider the positive application:
Corollary 4.8. The logics FL e , FL ec , FL ew , CFL e , CFL ew , CFL ec , ILL, CLL, IPC, CPC and their K, KD and S4 versions have the Craig interpolation property. The same also goes for K4 and K4D extensions of IPC and CPC.
Proof. Note that the usual cut-free sequent calculus for all of these logics consists of semi-analytic rules and focused axioms. Therefore, by the Corollary 4.7 we can prove the Craig interpolation property for all of them.
For the negative applications, we use the results in [7] and [9] to ensure that the following logics do not have Craig interpolation. Then we will use the Corollary 4.7 to prove that these logics do not have a semi-analytic calculus consisting only of the focused axioms and semi-analytic rules.
Corollary 4.9. Non of the logics UL´, IUL´, MT L, SMT L, IMT L, BL, L 8 , L n for n ě 3, P , CHL and A have a single-conclusion sequent calculus consisting only of single-conclusion semi-analytic rules and context-free focused axioms.
Corollary 4.10. Non of the logics R, IUL´, IMT L, BL, L 8 , L n for n ě 3 and A have a single-conclusion (multi-conclusion) sequent calculus consisting only of single-conclusion (multi-conclusion) semi-analytic rules and contextfree focused axioms. e have a single-conclusion (multi-conclusion) sequent calculus consisting only of single-conclusion (multi-conclusion) semi-analytic rules and context-free focused axioms. This category includes:
Corollary 4.14. Except IPC, LC, KC, Bd 2 , Sm, GSc and CPC, non of the consistent super-intuitionistic logics have a single-conclusion sequent calculus consisting only of single-conclusion semi-analytic rules, context-sharing semi-analytic rules and focused axioms.
Focused Calculi
In the previous section we have seen an interesting relationship between the semi-analytic rules and focused axioms on the one hand and the Craig interpolation property, on the other. In this section, we investigate a more specific form of semi-analytic rules called polarity preserving focused rules, PPF, for abbreviation. This time, the problem that we are interested in is not only the completeness of these rules for a given logic, but also the effectiveness of such a possible completeness. Our main result in this area is an exponential lower bound on the length of proofs in these PPF calculi for CPC-valid sequents (or in some cases even IPC-valid ones). However, the sequents that we will use have polynomially short tree-like proofs in the usual Hilbertstyle proof system or equivalently LK`Cut. This slowness of PPF systems compared to the classical Hilbert-style system (or LK`Cut), highlights the weakness of semi-analytic rules again, this time in the complexity theoretic sense of the word. Definition 5.1. A multi-conclusion semi-analytic rule is called focused if it has one of the following forms:
A sequent is called a strongly focused axiom if it has one of the following forms:
where in p2q and p5q,ᾱ andφ have no variable and Γ and ∆ are meta-multiset variables.
Example 5.2. The conjunction, disjunction, fusion and addition rules in CFL e are all focused. For the strongly focused axioms, note that all the axioms of FL e are strongly focused. An example of a focused axiom which is not strongly focused is pñ φ, φq. Since otherwise it would have been an instance of either 2 or 5, which is not possible. The reason is that φ can have a variable which must not appear in the right side of the sequent. First let us investigate the power of focused axioms. The natural question to ask is that whether it is possible to have a calculus consisting only of focused axioms and focused rules, complete for some given logic. For the multi-conclusion version of the original definition of focused axioms introduced in [6] as pΓ, r ñ rq, pΓ, K ñ φq or pΓ ñ Jq, where r is a positive atom, the answer is negative. In the following corollary we will show how.
Corollary 5.4. Let L be a sub-classical logic that extends IPC. Then there is no calculus for L consisting only of focused rules and the axioms pΓ, r ñ r, ∆q, pΓ, K ñ ∆q or pΓ ñ J, ∆q.
Proof. Similar to the proof of the Theorem 4.4 we can use the induction on the length of the proof in the sequent calculus to assign a formula C to any provable sequent Γ ñ ∆ such that Γ ñ C and C ñ ∆ and V pCq Ď V pΓqXV p∆q. We can see that the interpolant for any derived sequent should be monotone (negation and implication-free) because the interpolant for the axioms are either K and J or positive atoms and the rest were constructed via monotone operations. However, the interpolant for p ñ p is p and this means that p should be L-equivalent to a monotone formula. Since L is sub-classical, p is CPC-equivalent to a monotone formula, which is not the case. Hence the claim follows.
Corollary 5.5. There is no calculus for IPC consisting of only focused rules, the axioms pΓ, K ñ ∆q and pΓ ñ J, ∆q and the atomic and negative atomic instances of the axiom Γ, φ ñ φ, ∆.
Proof. Similar to the proof of the Corollary 5.4, any interpolant is constructed as a repeated use of monotone operations on atomic and negated atomic formulas and K and J. However, since the interpolant for the sequent pp Ññ pp Ñis p Ñ q, and it is not IPC-equivalent to any formula of the mentioned form, the claim follows.
These simple observations show that the notion of a focused axiom introduced in [6] is not powerful enough in capturing logical systems. Expanding this notion to our definition of focused axioms in the preliminaries, we can make our proof systems powerful enough to capture at least some classical logics. These presentations can be considered as witnesses for the power and naturalness of focused axioms and rules.
Theorem 5.6. CFL e , CFL ew and CPC have a sequent calculus consisting only of focused rules and focused axioms.
Proof. Consider a sequent calculus with the following axioms:
Axioms:
The usual left and right rules for disjunction and conjunction and the following rules for implication:
And finally, for any combination _, ^, ˚, `and we have the corresponding right and left rules, using De Morgan's laws. For instance, we have
It is easy to check that all the rules of this sequent calculus is focused and the system is equivalent to the usual sequent calculus of CFL e . The proof of the second part is based on the observation that if Γ, Γ 1 ñ ∆, ∆ 1 is provable in the usual calculus for classical logic, then Γ, ∆ ñ Γ 1 , ∆ 1 is provable in the new calculus. The proof is an easy application of induction on the length of the usual proof of Γ, Γ 1 ñ ∆, ∆ 1 . The idea for CFL ew and CPC is similar.
So far, we have seen some calculi consisting only of focused axioms and rules. Now, it is time to examine that how effective such a characterization can be. For this purpose, from now on we will restrict our investigations to the usual language of CPC and two natural sub-classes of focused rules as polarity preserving focused rules, PPF rules, and monotonicity preserving focused rules, MPF rules.
Definition 5.7. Let P be a set of meta-formula variables or atomic constants. A meta-formula ψ is called P-monotone if for any φ P P, all occurrences of φ in ψ is positive, i.e., φ does not occur in the scope of negations or in the precedents of implications. A multiset Γ of meta-formulas is called P-monotone if all of its elements are P-monotone. It is called monotone if it is V pΓq-monotone. Definition 5.8. A focused rule is called polarity preserving, PPF, if it preserves P-monotonicity backwardly for any P, i.e., if the antecedent of the consequence is P-monotone, then the antecedents of all the premises are also P-monotone. It is monotonicity preserving, MPF, if it is focused and preserves monotonicity backwardly, in the same way.
Example 5.9. All analytic focused rules in the language of CPC, the focused rules in which any formula in the premises is a subformula of a formula in the consequence, are both PPF and MPF.
The following theorem is our first example of the mentioned ineffectiveness of the combination of focused axioms and PPF rules. It shows that non of the combinations of focused axioms and PPF rules can simulate the cut rule in a feasible way.
Theorem 5.10. There is no calculus G consisting just of focused axioms and PPF rules, sound and feasibly complete for CPC. More precisely, if G is a calculus for CPC, then there exists a sequence of CPC-valid sequents φ n ñ ψ n , with polynomially short tree-like proofs in the Hilbert-style system or equivalently in LK`Cut such that ||φ n ñ ψ n || G , the shortest tree-like G-proof of φ n ñ ψ n , is exponential in n. Therefore, the PPF rules together with focused axioms are either incomplete or feasibly incomplete for CPC.
Proof. Assume that G is a calculus for CPC consisting of PPF rules and focused axioms. Let Clique k n pp,r 1 q be the proposition asserting thatr 1 is a clique of size k on the graph represented byp and, Color m n pp,r 2 q be the proposition asserting thatr 2 is an m-coloring of the same graph represented byp, wherep " p 1 ,¨¨¨, p n . Note that by the formalization of the Clique formula, every occurrence ofp in Clique k n pp,r 1 q is positive (which means it is monotone inp). We know that for m ă k, the formula Clique Secondly, define φ n pp,r 1 q " Clique k n pp,r 1 q and ψ n pp,r 2 q " Color m n pp,r 2 q. We will show that this family of sequents, φ n pp,r 1 q ñ ψ n pp,r 2 q, serve as the CPC-valid sequents mentioned in the theorem. The idea is simple. First note that the fact that the sequent Clique k n pp,r 1 q ñ Color m n pp,r 2 q has a short tree-like proof in the classical Hilbert-style proof system or equivalently LK`Cut is a folklore well-known fact in the proof complexity community. Now pick π n as the shortest tree-like proof of the sequent in G. Note that the antecedent of our sequent isp-monotone and since all rules are PPF rules, the antecedent of all axioms in the proof π n are alsop-monotone. Secondly, note that the interpolant of the axioms except the axiom γ ñ γ are variable-free and hence monotone. On the other hand, sincer 1 Xr 2 " H and the rules are occurrence preserving, the use of the identity axioms are just on formulas consisting only of the variables inp. Since the occurrence ofp is positive in γ and the interpolant for the axiom is γ, the interpolant for this axiom is alsop-monotone. Therefore, the interpolant for any axiom in π n is monotone.
Note that in the case that all the semi-analytic are focused, it is possible to rewrite the proof of the Theorem 4.5 to assign a formula C to any provable sequent Γ ñ ∆ such that Γ ñ C and C ñ ∆ and V pCq Ď V pΓq X V p∆q. This process needs G to be an extension of MALL which is the case here because G is equivalent to CPC and CPC admits MALL via the canonical translation that sends fusion, addition, 1 and 0 to conjunction, disjunction, J and K. Now, we can see that again the interpolants are constructed by monotone operations. Since the interpolant for the axioms are monotone, the interpolant for the sequent φ n pp,r 1 q ñ ψ n pp,r 2 q will be monotone. However, G captures CPC. Therefore, the whole process provides a classical monotone interpolant for the sequent Clique k n pp,r 1 q ñ Color m n pp,r 2 q which we will call C n . Note that |C n | ď |π n | Op1q by the feasibility condition. However, any such C n should be exponentially long in n as we explained before. Therefore, the shortest proof π n for our sequent is exponentially long.
It is also possible to lower down the previous exponential lower bound to the level of the IPC-valid sequents. For that purpose we need a new form of interpolation and its preservation theorem.
Definition 5.11. Let G and H be two sequent calculi. G has H-monotone feasible interpolation if for any k and any sequent S " pΣ ñ Λ 1 ,¨¨¨, Λ k q if S is provable in G by a tree-like proof π, then there exists formulas |C j | ď |π| Op1q for 1 ď j ď k such that pΣ ñ C 1 ,¨¨¨, C k q and pC j ñ Λ j q are provable in H and V pC j q Ď V pΣq X V pΛ j q, where V pAq is the set of the atoms of A. Moreover, if Σ is monotone, then C j is also monotone for all 1 ď j ď k. We call C j 's, the interpolants of the partition Λ 1 ,¨¨¨, Λ k of the sequent S.
Theorem 5.12. Let G and H be two sequent calculi such that G is a set of strongly focused axioms, H extends MALL and any sequent in G is provable in H. Then G has H-monotone feasible interpolation.
Proof. We will consider the strongly focused axioms one by one:
p1q In this case the sequent S is of the form pφ ñ φq. W.l.o.g assume Λ 1 " φ and Λ j " H for j ‰ 1. Pick C 1 " φ and C j " 0. Using the axiom 0 and the rule pR0q, we can easily see that these C j 's work. For monotonicity, note that since φ is monotone, C 1 is also monotone.
p2q For the case pñᾱq, consider C j to be Ř Λ j . We can easily see that these C j 's work, using the left and right rules for`. For the variables, since V pᾱq " H, we have V pC j q Ď V pHq X V pΛ j q. And for the monotonicity, since V pC j q " H, then C j is monotone.
p3q For the case pβ ñq, pick C j " 0. The reasoning is similar to p1q. For the monotonicity, since V pC j q " H, it is monotone.
p4q If S is of the form Γ,φ ñ ∆ define C j " K. First note that we have Γ,φ ñ K, K,¨¨¨, K where in the right hand-side we have k many K's. The reason is that this sequent is an instance of the axiom p4q itself. Moreover, for every j we have K ñ Λ j since it is an instance of the axiom K. And again V pC j q " H.
p5q If S is of the form pΓ ñφ, ∆q define C j " Ř pΛ j Xφq`n j K where n j " |Λ j´p Λ j Xφq| and n j K means the addition of K to itself n j times, and if n j " 0, then n j K does not appear in the definition of C j . It is easy to see that this C j works. Because, if n j ‰ 0, then C j ñ Λ j is an instance of the axiom K and if n j " 0, then it means that Λ j " Λ j X φ and using the rule pR`q, we are done. We also have Γ ñ C 1 ,¨¨¨, C k , since in the right hand-side we will have the formulaφ (together with some other formulas which we will treat as the context) and it will become an instance of the same axiom. Note that since V pφq " H, there is nothing to check for the variables. For the monotonicity, note that V pC j q " H, therefore C j is monotone.
The next theorem shows that MPF rules preserve the monotone feasible interpolation property. We will use this theorem later in the lower bound result that we have promised before. Theorem 5.13. (monotone feasible interpolation) Let G and H be two sequent calculi such that H extends MALL and axiomatically extends G by MPF rules. Then if G has H-monotone feasible interpolation property, so does H.
Proof. First let us prove the interpolation property, then we will check the feasibility part. The proof uses induction on the H-length of π. If the Hlength of π is zero, it means that the proof is in G. Hence the claim is clear by the assumption. There are three cases to consider based on the last rule of the proof.
Suppose that the last rule of the proof π is a left focused rule. Then it is of the following form:
where Γ " Γ 1 ,¨¨¨, Γ n and ∆ " ∆ 1 ,¨¨¨, ∆ n . And, Λ 1 ,¨¨¨, Λ k are given such that Ť k j"1 Λ j " ∆. By induction hypothesis for the premises, there exist formulas D ir1 ,¨¨¨, D irk such that for every i and r
Using the rules pR_q and pL_q, we get for every i
If we substitute the left sequents in the original focused rule, we get
Using the rule pR`q, we have
On the other hand, if we use the rule pL`q on the right sequents of p:q,
If we take C j to be Ř If the last rule used in the proof is a right focused one, then it is of the following form:
xxΓ i ñφ ir , ∆ i y r y i Γ ñ φ, ∆ where Γ " Γ 1 ,¨¨¨, Γ n and ∆ " ∆ 1 ,¨¨¨, ∆ n . And, again Λ 1 ,¨¨¨, Λ k are given such that Ť k j"1 Λ j " ∆ Y tφu. W.l.o.g. suppose φ P Λ 1 and we denote Λ 1´t φu by Λ For the monotonicity part, since the extending rules are MPF, it is easy to prove that if the antecedent of the consequence is monotone, then all the antecedents, everywhere in the proof up to the sequents in G, are also monotone. Since G has H-monotone feasible interpolation property, the interpolants in the base case are monotone. Finally, since the translation is monotone, conjunctions, disjunctions, fusions and additions do not change monotonicity. Hence, our constructed interpolants are also monotone.
The proof for the upper bound for the length of the interpolant is similar to the proof of the Theorem 4.4.
Lemma 5.14. [4] Let App,r 1 q and Bpq,r 2 q be propositional formulas andp, q,r 1 andr 2 be mutually disjoint. Letp " p 1 ,¨¨¨, p n andq " q 1 ,¨¨¨, q n . Assume that A is monotone inp or B is monotone inq and App,r 1 q _ Bp p,r 2 q is a classical tautology. Then n ľ i"1 pp i _ q i q ñ App,r 1 q, Bpq,r 2 q is IPC-valid.
Proof. For the details the reader is referred to [4] .
Theorem 5.15. Let G and H be two sequent calculi such that H is subclassical, H extends MALL, H axiomatically extends G by MPF rules and G has H-monotone feasible interpolation property. Then there exists a family of IPC-valid sequents φ n ñ ψ n with the length of φ n ñ ψ n bounded by a polynomial in n such that either there exists some n such that H & φ n ñ ψ n or ||φ n ñ ψ n || H , the shortest tree-like H-proof of φ n ñ ψ n , is exponential in n. Therefore, the MPF rules together with strongly focused axioms are either incomplete or feasibly incomplete for IPC.
Proof. The proof is similar and also inspired by the lower bound proof given in [4] . Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.10, consider the CPC-valid sequent φ n pp,qq ñ ψ n pp,r 1 q, θ n pq,r 2 q be this sequent. We will show that this family of sequents, φ n pp,qq ñ ψ n pp,r 1 q, θ n pq,r 2 q, serve as the IPC-valid sequents mentioned in the theorem.
If for some n we have H & φ n ñ ψ n , then the claim follows. Therefore, suppose that for every n we have H $ φ n ñ ψ n . Let π n be the shortest treelike proof of the sequent φ n ñ ψ n in H. By Theorem 5.13, for every n, there exists monotone formulas C n pp,qq and D n pp,qq such that |C n | ď |π n | Op1q " n Op1q and |D n | ď |π n | Op1q " n Op1q and the followings are provable in H: pφ n ñ C n , D n q, pC n ñ ψ n q, pD n ñ θ n q. Since H captures a sub-classical logic we have pφ n ñ C n , D n q, pC n ñ ψ n q, pD n ñ θ n q in CPC. Define E n ppq " C n pp, 1,¨¨¨, 1q and F n pqq " D n p1,¨¨¨, 1,qq. Since pφ n ñ C n , D n q is valid in classical logic, we have C n pp, pq _ D n pp, pq " 1. Since C n and D n are monotone, we can increase p in C n pp, pq andp in D n pp, pq without changing the valuation of the their disjunction. Hence, E n ppq _ F n p pq " 1. On the other hand, since A does not depend on q and C n depends both on p and q, and C n ñ A n classically, then we know that E n ppq " 1 implies App,r 1 q " 1. Similarly, we have that F n pqq " 1 implies Bpq,r 2 q " 1. We Claim that E n ppq interpolates Bp p,r 2 q ñ App,r 1 q. One direction is proved. For the other direction, note that if Bp p,r 2 q " 0 then F n p pq " 0 and since E n ppq _ F n p pq " 1 we have E n ppq " 1. Hence the monotone formula E n interpolates Bp p,r 2 q ñ App,r 1 q or equivalently the sequent Clique k n pp,r 2 q ñ Color m n pp,r 1 q However, in the proof of the Theorem 5.10, we mentioned that any such interpolant must have exponential length. Together with the fact that |E n ppq| ď |π n | Op1q , we can conclude that ||φ n ñ ψ n || H is exponential in n which implies the claim.
Corollary 5.16. There is no calculus consisting only of strongly focused axioms and MPF rules, sound and feasibly complete for super-intuitionistic logics.
Proof. This is an obvious consequence of the Theorem 5.15 and the Theorem 5.12. The only point that we have to explain is that if a calculus G consisting only of strongly focused axioms and MPF rules is sound and complete for a super-intuitionistic logic, then G extends MALL via the canonical translation. The reason is that G is complete for a super-intuitionistic logic and any calculus complete even for IPC extends MALL via the canonical translation in an obvious way.
